FIESTA 2K11

The student association of Electronics and Communication Engineering, ACME presents a complete platform to exhibit the talents of our student community of Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College giving a complete meaning to its autonomous status.

WHY FIESTA??...‘Fiesta 2k11’ this colorful mela provides a stage and pomp of all talents, ideas, information at every nook and corner of this festival. It encourages talents and exhibits from the students of all levels, all categories, and all branches of engineering... PRESENTING AN INFORMATIVE FEST FOR THE TECHNICAL GEEKS AND EXCITEMENT FOR FUN MANIACS is the main motto of FIESTA. Everyone can be bookish...but exploring this bookish knowledge and trying them practically is something more important...and tasting the fruits of success in our innovations, ideas with OUR TALENTS is the most important!

EVENTS CLUSTERED IN FIESTA 2K11:

1. **GLITTER THE LITTER** (Best from waste): We find many waste materials around us everywhere and a few contributing to pollution and many hazards. We, students can make the best use of such trash and bring it a shape with our creativity. Friends, this is the right time to present such flabbergasts from trash... (technical or non technical)

2. **FILM EFFINGO** (Short films): We guys often go crazy of movies and stars...What if we become 'a director or a star of Vidyanikethan'?? It really sounds awesome! That's why our FIESTA included this short film presentation to introduce many young new directors and actors to the movie world.

3. **I'N'T PRESENTO** (Ideas and talent presentation): Our Engineering brains have the best stuff deep within. The stuff may be an I-Idea or T-Talent. The best time has come to be rewarded of such worthy and hidden ideas and talents. All that we have to do is to present them on a perfect platform.

4. **POSTERIO EXHIBITTO** (Poster presentation): This is a Fiesta-corner for technical Engineers. A poster depicts the entire theme of anything on a single sheet. We, as students love to take up challenges! It’s the right challenge at right time in a right place that plays a vital role. Here is the right challenge at a right time in our right place...Choose your technical topics and be the winner.

5. **EVENTS ON SPOT:**
   - Blind walk
   - Pick a coin
   - Bangle shoot
   - Shoot a pile of glasses
   - Arrow shoot
   - Throw your tennycoit
   - Math wizard
   - Alphabets pick
   - Path tracking
• Circuit debugging
• Paint my part
  AND MANY MORE SPOT EVENT STALLS TO ADD FUN TO ALL OF US...

**FIESTA AMBIENCE CORNER:**

• **MY ENGINEERING LIFE:** This fiesta-corner presents you the evolution of your branch of Engineering and the various roots of it. We are sure it will be the most informative one.

• **CAREER TOUR:** What’s next after these 4 years? Many of us still don’t know the answer to this question. But this career tour provides a plan to your life after your B.tech.

• **DISPLAY CORNER:** Any live projects, working models and informative charts add up confidence to us. This Fiesta corner is one as such. Even the projects from any participants are also welcome on the day of the event for display.

• **SOCIAL SERVICE CORNER:** Service to humanity is service to God...We, the young calibers believe in this strongly. Even you can join us in lending your valuable services to the needy, the deserted and the poor...and add a meaning to your life.

• **BOOK EXHIBITION:** It’s a known fact that ‘Good books are our good friends’. Various collections of informative books from the students of Electronics and Communication Engineering dept are exhibited in this corner of Fiesta.

This academic year 2011-2012 started with a colorful inaugural function with the new student body of the year. First phase of the events were very successful with a maximum participation in the events like SPELL BEE, BLOCK AND TACKLE, FIND THE PERSONALITY, SENSES.AVI, GROUP DISCUSSION AND MANY MORE FUN EVENTS. Second phase of our ACME events will be even more successful with the events like PAINTING WITH CAPTION CONTEST, MOCK PLACEMENTS, ESPIRITDE’ CORPS SITUATION HANDLING AND MANY MORE FUN EVENTS ON SPOT.
ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNICATION MAJORS AND ENTHUSIASTS (ACME)

INTRODUCTION:

ACME: THIS IS THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING. ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNICATION MAJORS AND ENTHUSIASTS CONTRIBUTES A LOT TO THE OVERALL DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONALLY, socIALLY BY CONDUCTING VARIOUS EVENTS FOR THE STUDENTS. THE ACME RECEIVES SUPPORT FROM THE DEPARTMENT AND THE MANAGEMENT. A STUDENT NEVER FORGETS AN ENCOURAGING PRIVATE WORD, WHEN IT IS GIVEN WITH SINCERE RESPECT AND ADMIRATION. ACME DOES THIS WITH GRIM DETERMINATION.

APTORA: THIS IS ALL ABOUT OVERALL DEVELOPMENT OF AN ENGINEER. FIRSTLY PAPER PRESENTATIONS ON A SMALL LIVE MODEL (ELECTRONICS) WERE PRESENTED BY THE MEMBERS. AND THE SESSION WAS MADE EVEN MORE INTERESTING BY PRESENTING SOME MOTIVATIVE, FUNNY VIDEOS AND IT WAS MADE MORE INTERACTIVE BY THE GUEST LECTURES OF THE STUDENTS OF VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS WHO ARE EXPERTISED IN THEIR OWN FIELDS OF INTEREST. IN THE SECOND PHASE OF APTORA, STUDENTS WERE ASKED TO PRESENT ANY WORKING MODEL IN THE EXHIBITION “ELCOM” WHICH WAS A VERY GRAND SUCCESS. APART FROM BOOKISH KNOWLEDGE STUDENTS KNEW SOMETHING MORE.

TECHIES: A SUBJECT CAN BE MADE MORE LIVELY AND INTERESTING WHEN IT IS TAUGHT BY ONE OF US. THAT IS WHY STUDENTS DISGUISED AS TEACHERS PRESENTED A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ALL THE UNITS IN THEIR SUBJECTS, PRACTICAL APPLICATION AND IMPORTANCE OF THAT UNIT FOR EXAMINATIONS. MANY STUDENTS WERE APPRECIATED BY THE FACULTY FOR THEIR PERFORMANCE IN TECHIES SESSIONS.

LABOSCOPE: ALL THAT WE STUDY IS A WASTE WHEN WE DONOT APPLY THEM PRACTICALLY. THIS IS THE REASON FOR THIS CLUB TO EMERGE. IN THE FIRST PHASE, STUDENTS EXPLAINED THE LAB EXPERIMENTS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE SEMISTERS PRACTICALLY. IN THE SECOND PHASE, THE MEMBERS WERE DIVIDED INTO TWO GROUPS NAMELY THE RESEARCH GROUP AND THE GROUP. AND MANY GROUP DISCUSSIONS ARE BEING HELD FOR THESE GROUPS SEPARATELY SHARING THE AVAILABLE, KNOWN INFORMATION.

YOUNG CALIBER: "THERE IS NO GREATER CALLING THAN TO SERVE YOUR FELLOW MEN. THERE IS NO GREATER CONTRIBUTION THAN TO HELP THE weak. THERE IS NO GREATER SATISFACTION THAN TO HAVE DONE IT WELL." THIS IS THE MAIN MOTTO FOR THE MEMBERS OF THIS CLUB. THE YOUNG CALIBERS VISITED MANY ASHRAMAS, SCHOOLS, AND EVEN ORGANISED ANNADHANA PROGRAMMES ON THE BIRTHDAYS OF MANY GREAT PEOPLE OF OUR COUNTRY. THEY SPENT THEIR BEST TIME WITH THE NEEDY, THE DESERTED, MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED.